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NEW YORK, January 8, 2016—Patrick Rosal’s collaboration with New York-based
publishing house Persea Books continues with his fourth title, Brooklyn Antediluvian:
Poems. The new collection is slated to be released in Spring 2016.
Ignited by the frictions of our American moment, this brilliant fourth collection by
Patrick Rosal examines race in America and explores the possibilities and limitations of
untapped multi-racial histories. Brooklyn Antediluvian attempts to fill a tragic absence in
the current poetic landscape, addressing questions not just about the position of Filipinos
in America, but of many kinds of Americans in relation to one another. Rosal holds
brutality up to the light, though he doesn’t simply unreel a litany of suffering—natural
calamity, state violence, personal heartbreak. Rather, the poet maps a way for the
imagination to survive, honor, and love.
Brooklyn Antediluvian fuses the kinetics of Patrick Rosal’s first book—Uprock Headspin
Scramble and Dive—with the craft and social consciousness of his last two collections—
My American Kundiman and Boneshepherds. Channeling DJ culture, family history, soul
music, dance, and Galeanoesque myth-making, Brooklyn Antediluvian appeals to poetry
devotees and novices alike, as well as the serious critic of Asian American culture and
contemporary literature.
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A riveting performer, Rosal has been featured throughout South Africa with the likes of
Mutaburuka and Jean Binta Breeze, in addition to appearances in Greece, the UK,
Argentina, the Caribbean, the Philippines and venues all over the United States,
including the Whitney Museum, Lincoln Center, the Brooklyn Book Festival, NJPAC
and elsewhere. His three previous collections have been honored by the Academy of
American Poets, the National Book Critics Circle, and the Association for Asian
American Studies. His prose and poetry have appeared in the New York Times, Grantland,
Tin House, the Harvard Review, Poetry, American Poetry Review, Best American Poetry,
and many other journals, magazines, and anthologies.
Patrick Rosal is a former Fulbright fellow and is a full-time faculty member of the MFA
program at Rutgers University-Camden. He lives in Philadelphia.
For more information on Patrick Rosal, please visit www.patrickrosal.com.
Patrick Rosal is available for performances, readings, signings, and media interviews. For more
information, please contact info@perseabooks.com or rosalwriting@gmail.com.
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PRAISE FOR PATRICK ROSAL
	
  
E A R L Y PR AISE F OR BR OO KL YN AN TEDIL UV IAN: PO EMS
"The poet's wide-aloud love song to New York's most boisterous borough is a deftlycrafted tour-de-force, a sleek melding of lyric and unflinching light. These poems are
restless and unnerving, stanzas that do difficult, necessary work."
—Patricia Smith, author of Shoulda Been Jimi Savannah
and four-time National Slam Champion
PRAISE FOR PATRICK ROSAL
"[In Boneshepherds,] Rosal has infused his poetry with the joy of language."
—Bracha Goykadosh, Booklist
“I should warn you, every guitar has its ghosts,/ and they’ll ask you whom you love and
how much,” Rosal writes, using a phrase that’s just as fitting of a statement about his
powerful poetry. Indeed, this third collection benefits from the linguistic energy and
sharp imagery that has made Rosal such a popular reader, but it also delivers the maturity
and sensitivity of a poet who has shaped a more sophisticated view of the world and his
place within it: “Lucy,// this morning I woke imagining/that minor fraud of a man// who
is your father, in exile,// and shamelessly loved.”
—National Book Critics Circle, Small Press Highlights 2011
Patrick Rosal's third collection of poems, themes of violence and beauty often coincide
within the narrative. Rosal ends one poem in the collection, "Little Men with Fast
Hands," with the simple statement "the history's deep." That history includes reflection
on family, gender, nationality, and an examination of the poet's own lineage through
odes, parables, and elegies, among other modes. Though the poems of Boneshepherds are
located in a world where violence and hardship persist, they are also the vehicles for
displays of human connection and outreach.
—Academy of American Poets
"Rosal's vividly syncretic, even sexy works find the present haunted by the recent past, the
personal within the political."
—Publisher's Weekly
"One of the many fabulous poems in My American Kundiman ends 'like brothers/we put
the first bite in one another's mouths,' a phrase which reflects the magic and intimacy of
this collection, one in which friends, strangers, lovers, and malevolents are poked and
caressed with devilish charm, bitten and kissed in the same breath by blues, odes, and
elegies. Every heartbreak, grief, and outrage in this book is laced with a hopefulness born
not just of Patrick Rosal's tremendous gifts as a poet, but of his humanity."
—Terrance Hayes
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PRAISE FOR PATRICK ROSAL
(CONTINUED)

"[A]n astonishing first collection... Urgent, rhythmic (it has the swing without which it
don't mean a thing), this is a passionate and elegiac book that claims a place of its own in
American poetry's present and bodes well for American poetry's future."
—Thomas Lux
"Part immigrant-song, bildungsroman, family-chronicle, and love story, Uprock Headspin
Scramble and Dive is nearly overwhelming in its beauty. Rosal, almost sorcerous in his
abilities, has called up a language, a hurricane, a world, a searing meditation...This is a
book from whose pages you'll emerge (in no particular order): shaken, heartbroken,
annealed, made new. A virtuoso performance!"
—Junot Díaz
"Patrick Rosal's poems rush headlong toward your heart, baring what they know with a
merciless candor that makes their compassion all the more persuasive. Rosal's bottomline love of language offers a feast of wards to surprise and pleasure the tongue. This is a
bold, keen, powerful debut."
—Joan Larkin
"Rosal is a second-generation Filipino whose heritage is a rich part of his work, but he is
also an all-American urban kid...[with] the boastful beat of hipp-hop...playing in the
back of his head...In Rosal's world, beauty and pleasure are contagious. So is the charm of
his poetry."
—Time Out New York
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
PATRICK ROSAL is the author of four full-length poetry collections.
Boneshepherds (2011), was named a small press highlight by the National Book Critics
Circle and a notable book by the Academy of American Poets. He is also the author
of My American Kundiman (2006), and Uprock Headspin Scramble and Dive (2003).
His newest book is Brooklyn Antediluvian (2016).
His collections have been honored with the Association of Asian American Studies Book
Award, Global Filipino Literary Award and the Asian American Writers Workshop
Members' Choice Award. In 2009, he was awarded a Fulbright Fellowship to the
Philippines. He is co-founding editor of Some Call It Ballin’, a literary sports magazine.
He has received teaching appointments at Penn State Altoona, Centre College, and the
University of Texas, Austin, Drew University's Low-Residency MFA program and Sarah
Lawrence College. He taught creative writing for several years at Bloomfield College and
twice served on the faculty of Kundiman’s Summer Retreat for Asian American Poets. In
addition to conducting workshops in Alabama prisons through Auburn University, he
has taught high school workshops through the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Sarah
Lawrence College's Summer Writing Conference for High School Students, Urban
Word NYC, and the Volume workshops in Ann Arbor, Michigan. He is currently on the
faculty of Rutgers University-Camden's MFA program.
His poems and essays have been published widely in journals and anthologies
including The New York Times, Tin House, Drunken Boat, Poetry, New England Review,
American Poetry Review, Harvard Review, Grantland, Brevity, Breakbeat Poets, and The
Best American Poetry. His work has been recognized by the annual Allen Ginsberg
Awards, the James Hearst Poetry Prize, the Arts and Letters Prize, Best of the Net
among others. His chapbook Uncommon Denominators won the Palanquin Poetry Series
Award from the University of South Carolina, Aiken.
His poems and voiceovers were included in the Argentine feature-length film Anhua:
Amanecer which screened at the Mar del Plata International Film Festival. He has also
appeared on the Leonard Lopate Show and the BBC Radio's World Today.
His invited readings and performances include several appearances at the Dodge Poetry
Festival, the Stadler Center for Poetry, WordFest in Asheville, the poetry reading series
at Georgia Tech, Poetry @ MIT, the Carr Reading Series at the University of Illinois,
the Whitney Museum, Lincoln Center, Sarah Lawrence College, where he earned his
MFA, and hundreds of other venues that span the United States, London, Buenos Aires,
South Africa and the Philippines.
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SAMPLE POEMS FROM BROOKLYN ANTEDILUVIAN
(DO NOT REUSE OR REPUBLISH WITHOUT PERMISSION OF
PERSEA BOOKS, permissions@perseabooks.com)

BROKEHEART: JUST LIKE THAT
When the bass drops on Bill Withers’
Better Off Dead, it’s like 7 a.m.
and I confess I’m looking
over my shoulder once or twice
just to make sure no one in Brooklyn
is peeking into my third-floor window
to see me in pajamas I haven’t washed
for three weeks before I slide
from sink to stove in one long groove
left foot first then back to the window side
with my chin up and both fists clenched
like two small sacks of stolen nickels
and I can almost hear the silver
hit the floor by the dozens
when I let loose and sway a little back
and just like that I’m a lizard grown
two new good legs on a breeze
-bent limb. I’m a grown-ass man
with a three-day wish and two days to live.
And just like that everyone knows
my heart’s broke and no one is home.
Just like that, I’m water.
Just like that, I’m the boat.
Just like that, I’m both things in the whole world
rocking. Sometimes sadness is just
what comes between the dancing. And bam!,
my mother’s dead and, bam!, my brother’s
children are laughing . Just like—I can’t
pop up from my knees so quick these days
and no one ever said I could sing but
tell me my body ain’t good enough
for this. I’ll count the aches right now,
one in each ankle, the sharp spike in my back,
this mud-muscle throbbing in my going bones.
I’m missing the six biggest screws
to hold this blessed mess together. I’m windrattled. The wood’s splitting. The hinges are
falling off. When the first bridge ends,
just like that, I’m a flung open door.
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SAMPLE POEMS FROM BROOKLYN ANTEDILUVIAN
(DO NOT REUSE OR REPUBLISH WITHOUT PERMISSION OF
PERSEA BOOKS, permissions@perseabooks.com)

CHILDREN WALK ON CHAIRS TO CROSS A FLOODED
S C H O OLY A RD — TAYTAY, RIZAL PROVINCE, PHILIPPINES
(based on the photo by Noel Celis)

Hardly anything holds the children up, each poised
mid-air, barely the ball of one small foot
kissing the chair’s wood, so
they don’t just step across, but pause
above the water. I look at that cotton mangle
of a sky, post-typhoon, and presume
it’s holding something back. In this country,
it’s the season of greedy gods
and the several hundred cathedrals
worth of water they spill onto little tropic villages
like this one, where a girl is likely to know
the name of the man who built
every chair in her school by hand,
six of which are now arranged
into a makeshift bridge so that she and her mates
can cross their flooded schoolyard.
Boys in royal blue shorts and red rain boots,
the girls brown and bare-toed
in starch white shirts and pleated skirts.
They hover like bells that can choose
to withhold their one clear, true
bronze note, until all this nonsense
of wind and drizzle dies down.
One boy even reaches forward
into the dark sudden pool below
toward someone we can’t see, and
at the same time, without looking, seems
to offer the tips of his fingers back to the smaller girl
behind him. I want the children
ferried quickly across so they can get back
to slapping one another on the neck
and cheating each other at checkers.
I’ve said time and time again I don’t believe
in mystery, and then I’m reminded what it’s like
to be in America, to kneel beside
a six-year-old, to slide my left hand
beneath his back and my right under his knees,
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and then carry him up a long flight of stairs
to his bed. I can feel the fine bones,
the little ridges of the spine
with my palm, the tiny smooth stone
of the elbow. I remember I’ve lifted
a sleeping body so slight I thought
the whole catastrophic world could fall away.
I forget how disaster works, how it can turn
a child back into glistening butterfish
or finches. And then they’ll just do
what they do, which is teach the rest of us
how to move with such natural gravity.
Look at these two girls, center frame,
who hold out their arms
as if they’re finally remembering
they were made for other altitudes.
I love them for the peculiar joy
of returning to earth. Not an ounce
of impatience. This simple thrill
of touching ground.
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SAMPLE POEMS FROM BROOKLYN ANTEDILUVIAN
(DO NOT REUSE OR REPUBLISH WITHOUT PERMISSION OF
PERSEA BOOKS, permissions@perseabooks.com)

FR O M T H E T IT LE P OEM “ BR OO KL YN A NTED ILUV IAN ”
…I want this. I want to say
the names we’ve been given aloud. The ones
they took away. I want to shout out the names
of those who named us. I want to go back
far enough that all of memory gets cloudy
and we have to—as our grandfathers
and grandmothers have done for more
than four hundred years—make it up…
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ART TALK: PATRICK ROSAL IN AN INTERVIEW WITH THE
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
https://www.arts.gov/art-works/2014/art-talk-patrick-rosal
National Endowment for the Arts:: What do you remember as your earliest engagement with the arts?
PATRICK ROSAL: As I was getting dressed for nursery school one morning, I told my mom I wanted to
wear a tie. She asked me why, and I said just because. When a kid at school asked me why I was wearing a
tie, I said, “I got a gig.” When the kid asked, “What’s that?” I said, “Like a concert… I’m playing in one.” It
wasn’t so much the four-year-old fantasy of being a performing musician that was an engagement with art,
but the act of lying. It’s the first mask I remember putting on. I was crafting a lie. A bad one. I had no clue
about its consequences, but I was playing with language, identity, and performance (several layers, I guess).
The falsehoods, fictions, music, and myths only blossomed from there.
NEA: What was your journey to becoming an artist?
ROSAL: Ha! It’s a circuitous one. Too much to recount in a small space like this. But we always had music
in and around our house. We had dance parties in our basement. My dad wasn’t a professional musician
but he plays piano, flute, and violin really well. My mom made her own clothes and upholstered our
furniture. Art--or the act of making--was in our everyday lives. But that spirit of art also seemed to
contradict the pressures of being an immigrant family. We were subjected to that old mandate to work hard
all the time and you’ll be successful. But you know, art demands observation, reflection, and play. Only rich
people could afford the time for those things. Poor people, immigrants, and working-class folks who took
time to watch, consider, and remember were considered listless and torpid or downright irresponsible and
neglectful. I still struggle with that old American injunction for hyper-discipline and a palms-bloody work
ethic; I’m often questioning what that injunction includes and what it excludes.
You asked about my journey. Well, it seems all the conditions to become an artist were in place--a desire to
create, questions /confusions/fascinations about the people and world around me, an abundance of models
who were artists or at least engaged in some form of craft. I don’t know if that’s a journey exactly. I think,
for me, it’s part circumstance and part choice.
NEA: Are there particular poems that have influenced/shaped/informed your work? Which ones and why?
ROSAL: There are so many. I was educated from birth into Catholicism. Twelve years of school is just the
tip of the iceberg; my father is an ex-priest. So among the first poems I was exposed to were the
voluminous verses from scripture. If I were to become a poet, however, I had to be given permission, I
think, to question the Church--both as a way to trouble orthodoxy and doctrine, but also as a way simply to
ask for myself and in my own way, “Where is God?” Two contemporary poems did that for me: Anne
Sexton’s “With Mercy for the Greedy” and Amiri Baraka’s “When We’ll Worship Jesus.” There are so
many other poems for so many other reasons that have shaped my work. Robert Hayden’s beautiful sonnet
“Frederick Douglass” continues to instruct me. Jessica Hagedorn’s poems “Canto de Nada,”
“Something About You.” June Jordan, Paul Genega, Audre Lorde…. The list goes on.
NEA: Which of your own poems do you consider milestones of your own career (and why)?
ROSAL: That’s a hard question because they’re all part of a body of work. I could name a bunch that I
enjoy still. But there are hundreds, probably thousands, of poems and fragments of poems that were
failures, tossed in the trash. The failures, too, are milestones.
NEA: We're celebrating National Asian Pacific Heritage month. How does being American inform your
work? How does being of Filipino descent inform your work?
ROSAL: My work as a writer has become increasingly about restoring a history that I was never taught in
school. Of the three generations of Filipinos since the United States invaded the Philippines in 1898,
me and my contemporaries belong to the first generation that did not have to survive a war in the land of
our birth. My parents’ and grandparents’ generations had to hide in ditches; they had family members
disappeared, tortured, and killed.
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ART TALK
(CONTINUED)
My guess is that people survive wars by some combination of luck and invention. I’m a (very recent)
descendant from that very fact. My legacy is making something (poems) from bits of evidence and
fragments of history. My conscious material is language and the body. But every Filipino intuitively (and
oftentimes consciously) constructs a mode of living that is made from disparate elements. For Filipinos
that’s not a trick or a slick craft technique—it’s a strategy for survival. To me, that is a remarkable feat of
intelligence and love. I’m trying to produce work that lives up to that tradition.
NEA: Where did you grow up and how has that informed/influenced your work?
ROSAL: I was raised in a racially mixed, working-class, industrial neighborhood in New Jersey—a
suburb, but not the kind of suburb you might think of along the rural-urban binary. On the south side of
Edison, New Jersey, the U.S. Army housed old missiles and other ordinance in a lot just up my street. At
the other end of our short block was a warehouse for Revlon, the beauty product manufacturer. The Ford
plant wasn’t even a mile up the road--the opposite way from the Fedders air conditioner plant and Owens
Illinois plastic factory where my Uncle Eli, a beautiful guitarist, worked before he died of cancer.
I don’t know how living there has affected my work. My work is trying to figure out what these places and
memories mean in the first place. I keep thinking of the official story--yeah, history books but also the ways
in which Hollywood is complicit in the making of the American myth. Growing up in that mishmash of a
neighborhood was difficult and rich. As a writer, I keep going back to it in memory. I think there
is abundant evidence there of many alternate stories of America.
NEA: You are also a musician, an influence which is quite visible in your poems. Can you please talk about
the relationship between poetry and music for you? How the work of each discipline informs the other?
ROSAL: As a very young self-taught musician, I used to rummage through music theory books. One of
the first things that theory taught me was how harmony can be understood as tension and resolution.
Western music has all these taxonomies for chordal formation and movement in this regard. I think poems
are about tension and resolution as well. Language can move between those two states--the stability
and instability of meaning, rhythm, syntax. Where a poetic line ends can determine a kind of tension. If the
line ends with a period at the end of a conventional sentence, it feels resolved (a little like a V7-I cadence in
music). There are all sorts of places to break a sentence into a line that can make for rhythmic and
syntactical tensions.
More recently, I’ve been working on ways to incorporate my poems and musicianship--some digital sound
composition and performance, some more conventional musical approaches. I’ve been experimenting
with keyboard, percussion, guitar, woodwinds, samplers, loopers, and effects.
NEA: You are also a teacher: can you please talk about how teaching informs (and challenges) your
creative work?
ROSAL: There’s nothing like watching a student wake up to her own gifts as a reader and writer.
Sometimes it happens in front of you right in the classroom. Sometimes it’s many students at once; that is,
it’s sometimes collaborative. Sometimes it happens in the nick of time at the end of the semester.
I think I must see some of myself in my students who have resisted books and poetry because they were
taught that poetry is just a subject to put your scalpels to. I came to books relatively late--my mid-twenties-and so I just enjoy participating in the aspect of my students’ lives that is about awakening or renewing a
relationship to language, poetry, and books. And this can happen on any level and in almost any context-from youth to MFA programs. The challenge is finding my own time to write. The academic world isn’t
always hospitable to things like play. There’s pressure to assess outcomes and to have authoritative and
definitive answers. It’s extra work to perform inside of that context and maintain one’s (body) memory of
learning poetry. Does it help my writing? Hard to say. I used to be able to teach and write at the same time,
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ART TALK
(CONTINUED)
but not so much any more. My job gives me time and resources to write, but I have less to say about the
rhythm of that work.
NEA: In our next issue of NEA Arts magazine, we are speaking with artists about how their work relates to
the community, and I'd like to ask you the same question. How do you define community in terms of your
creative practice, and how do you see your work in relation to that community?
ROSAL: I think I feel a kinship with a lot of communities--some of them more formal, or institutional,
like the wider professional community of academics, Cave Canem and Kundiman, and others less formal
like the spoken word community or the Jersey crews of the 80s. I can’t say anything definitive about the
relationship between my work and those communities. I know that my writing doesn’t happen without
being in dialogue with something or someone larger than me, and every one of those communities in one
way or another has helped me find some version of that larger thing. I know I’m being evasive, but it’s
hard to nail down. I’ll say this to close out: the role of a community is to protect the solitude of its
individuals--I emphasize solitude rather than loneliness. At the same time, one of the roles of the
individual artist is to trouble the community. It’s a paradox, this mutual relationship of trouble and support.
NEA: We recently held our Poetry Out Loud National Finals, and one of the prizes is money for for the
finalists' schools to buy poetry books for the school library. What books of poetry do you think every school
library should have, and why?
ROSAL: Off the top of my head: Blessing the Boats, Lucille Clifton; The Essential Etheridge Knight,
Etheridge Knight; The Essential Hits of Shorty Bon Bon, Willie Perdomo. I could probably compile a list of
30 or 40 and still feel like it’s incomplete. Truth be told, a library should have an abundance of poetry books
from contemporary voices--hopefully with a number of titles that represent the people who live in that
library’s community.
NEA: So you can invite some artists--living or dead--to your next dinner party. Who's on the guest list
and why?
ROSAL: Janelle Monae, Low Leaf, Noel Cabongan, Jessica Hagedorn, Celia Cruz, Ray Barretto,
Jabbawockeez, Willie Perdomo, Roger Bonair-Agard, Bill T. Jones, Rita Dove, Ronald K. Brown, Curtis
Bauer, Idoia Elola, Fred Ho, Janet Jackson, my Lola Filomena, my cousins (especially the Narcisos), Ross
Gay, Rachel Eliza Griffiths, Kamilah Aisha Moon, Karissa Chen, Lynne Procope, Abena Koomson,
Tyehimba Jess, Randall Horton, Sabrina Hayeem-Ladani, Elana Bell, Syreeta McFadden, Samantha
Thornhill, Aracelis Girmay, Bruno Mars, Tiphanie Yanique, Ladybug (from Digable Planets), Marty Tan,
Anthony Morales, Pat Nierva, John Murillo, Latasha Diggs, Ishle Park, Mo Browne, Ama Codjoe, Kazim
Ali, Aimee Nezhukumatathil, Joseph Legaspi, Sarah Gambito, Oliver de la Paz, Jennifer Chang, the
Malamugs, Shakira, and Gabriel García Márquez--because my dinner party would only last so long before
a sudden eruption of laughter ensued, followed immediately by hours and hours of music and dancing. The
only person here whom I cannot testify as one who dances, plays music, or sings is Márquez, but something
tells me, at this particular gathering, he would catch the spirit.
NEA: At the NEA, we use the phrase "Art works" as a sort of touchstone, to mean both the created work
itself, and also to reflect how art works on us transformatively. What does that phrase "Art works" evoke
for you?
ROSAL: There was a time in human history when the notion of art and work weren't so clearly separated
as they are in our culture. Music and songs especially were meant perhaps to make a request from the gods.
Even if you don't believe in that particular metaphysical dimension of art, songs were meant to record
knowledge, questions, and names, and at the same time, they were meant to bring people together. There is
no guarantee that art changes anything in us. But I like to think that I have inherited poetic traditions
closely allied to a culture of work, and that culture at least partially consists of remembering, gathering,
questioning, inventing, and naming.
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